
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

In this research, the researcher presents the following conclusions and suggestions based 

on the result of the research findings and discussions as explained in the chapter IV 

Conclusions 

 By looking on the explanation in the chapter IV before, the researcher finally obtained 

some conclusions as follows: 

Firstly, media flashcards of learning approaches can overcome the students’ difficulties in 

writing ability. It is the best way to explorer the new ideas, because of flashcard is a set of cards 

bearing information, as words or numbers. Then exercise the mental process of active recall. 

Secondly, interesting media flashcard is very influence to support teaching and learning 

process in a classroom, which can help the students to remember and to imagine something to 

get idea. Then students will be motivated in learning. 

Thirdly, after using the flashcard as the media of learning process, the researcher 

concluded that this media could develop students’ ability in writing business letter. It is shown 

by the difference of both the mean score of pre-test and post-test. In this case, the researcher 

found that the increasing of highest score of students’ ability in writing business letter before 

treatment is 16,67 % and the highest score of students’ ability after treatment is 26,667%.This 

research focused on the students’ difficulties in writing part of business letter. They can produce 

well of heading/ letterhead, inside address, salutation, body of the letter, closing, signature. By 



applying flashcard in teaching learning English process, the students’ ability is better than 

before. 

The last, researcher found the hypothesis in this research was tenable. After doing the 

calculation, the hypothesis accepted because   tcount bigger than tlist  that is 14,12752 bigger than 

2,045. 

Suggestion 

Based on the result about flashcard in teaching writing, there are some suggestion to 

English teacher and the next researcher itself. 

 First, for the English teacher are suggested to use flashcard as the media of teaching 

learning process especially for students of Vocational High School. It is because flashcard could 

help students in remembering and exploring ideas easily, and producing the good business letter 

for the especially material was talked in this research.  

Second, for the next researcher is expected to conduct another research of using flashcard 

as the media in another aspects. 

 


